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Welling ton’s book seller s since 1967

SPINNING YARNS
Why Visit America - MATTHEW BAKER
$33 - tpb - Allen & Unwin
Baker’s short fiction takes on pressing
issues like childcare, quality of life,
democracy, and death, puts them on
steroids, and blasts them into the future.
Darkly innovative and defiant.

Remote Sympathy - CATHERINE CHIDGEY
$35 - pb - Victoria University Press
Catherine Chidgey’s new novel returns
to the Germany of The Wish Child with
the same broad scope and deeply human
understanding we’ve come to know from
her.

Leave the World Behind - RUMAAN ALAM
$33 - tpb - Bloomsbury
Rumaan Alam’s third novel is keenly
attuned to the complexities of parenthood,
race, and class. It explores how our closest
bonds are reshaped – and new ones are
forged – in moments of crisis.

Earthlings - SAYAKA MURATA
$33 - pb - Granta
*Not for the faint-hearted*. The latest
from the Japanese sensation who brought
us Convenience Store Woman deals
with trauma and collective delusion in
confronting and constantly surprising
fashion.

Olga - BERNHARD SCHLINK
$35 - tpb - Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Dec

An orphan raised in a late 19th century
Prussian village, Olga fights against
prejudices to find her place in a world
that sees her as second-best. A story of
love and devotion from the author of The
Reader.

Jack - MARILYNNE ROBINSON
$35 - tpb - Little, Brown
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Marilynne Robinson returns to the world
of Gilead with Jack, the latest in one of
the great works of contemporary American
fiction. A beautiful story of fraught
romance.

UNITY BOOKS

Transcendent Kingdom - YAA GYASI
$37 - tpb - Viking Penguin
A deeply moving portrait of a Ghanaian family in
Alabama, ravaged by depression, addiction and grief.
Exquisitely written, this is an exceptionally powerful
follow-up to Gyasi’s phenomenal debut, Homegoing.

Dec

Luster - RAVEN LEILANI
$38 - tpb - Picador

Unemployed, homeless and embraced by the wife
of her middle-aged boyfriend, Edie is that wellrounded, unlikeable female character. This debut
novel is funny, whip-smart, and wonderfully mean
spirited.

Stalingrad - VASILY GROSSMAN
$38 - pb - Vintage
Simply one of the greatest novels of the 20th
century, translated for the first time into English.
The scope, beauty and importance of Grossman’s
masterpiece can’t be overstated.

Dec

Bestiary: A Novel - K-MING CHANG
$37 - tpb - Harvill Secker

A bewitching debut novel by poet K-Ming Chang
that braids together three generations of Taiwanese
American women; spotlighting migration, queer
lineages, violent impulses and haunting myths.

The Fire of Joy - CLIVE JAMES (Ed)
$40 - tpb - Picador
Clive James read and loved poems so widely,
The Fire of Joy is his final gift to the world – an
anthology of some of the hundreds of poems he
knew by heart, with short commentary on why
they’re worth sharing.

ESSENTIAL
VERSE

Goddess Muscle - KARLO MILA
$35 - pb - Huia
This long-anticipated new collection by
breath-taking poet Karlo Mila is earnestly
anchored in the present. Mila writes from
the personal grounded in the political,
skilfully and with generosity to both
herself and her readers.

Home Body - RUPI KAUR
$29 - pb - Simon & Schuster
With the same rawness and passion her
readers love, Kaur’s new collection is
anchored in the self, and what it is to live and
love oneself in this world.

UNITY BOOKS
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GENRE

IS NOT A DIRTY WORD

TAMSYN MUIR
Gideon the Ninth
$30 - pb - Tor
Harrow the Ninth
$50 - hb - Tor
Tamsyn Muir is a freaking genius, and the first two novels of her Locked Tomb trilogy – which chart the
path of the Ninth House in a solar system of Necromancy and intrigue – bring me untold and exquisite
joy, humour and excitement. 100% dark bliss.

Network Effect: A Murderbot Novel MARTHA WELLS
$45 - hb - Tor

This Is Not A Pipe - TARA BLACK
$28 - pb - Victoria University
Press

The Thursday Murder Club RICHARD OSMAN
$37 - tpb - Viking Penguin

Murderbot: the most humane and
joyous, cynical recluse in sci-fi
for the last 25 years. Come for
the gun fights, stay for the oneliners. Everyone needs the glee
only Murderbot can bring.

Local cult artist Tara Black’s
stunning debut graphic novel.
Literally about a woman with
a pole through her arms.
Unnerving, poetic and beautifully
real.

Four unlikely pensioners team up
together to investigate unsolved
murders and find themselves
thrust into their first live case.
Warm, hilarious and compelling –
a must read murder mystery.
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THE ART LIFE
Ralph Hotere – The Dark Is Light Enough: A
Biographical Portrait - VINCENT O’SULLIVAN
$45 - tpb - Viking Penguin
Ralph Hotere (Te Aupōuri and Te Rarawa;
1931–2013) was one of Aotearoa’s most
significant modern artists. At Hotere’s
invitation, Vincent O’Sullivan has written a
compelling portrait of the man and artist.

Shaping the World: Sculpture from Prehistory to Now - ANTONY GORMLEY &
MARTIN GAYFORD
$90 - hb - Thames & Hudson
Examining a rich variety of works, sculptor Antony Gormley and art critic/
historian Martin Gayford survey the fundamental role sculpture plays in
cultural development spanning human history. Featuring 300 illustrations.

The 99% Invisible City: A Field Guide to the
Hidden World of Everyday Design - ROMAN
MARS
Dec
$45 - hb - Hachette
The wildly popular podcasters on design and
architecture have produced a stunningly
beautiful guide to the city behind the city,
in all of its functional glory and accidental
absurdity.

Railways Studios: How a Government Design Studio Helped Build New Zealand
- PETER ALSOP et al (Eds)
$70 - hb - Te Papa Press
Celebrating the 100th anniversary of Railways Studios, the design studio
of the New Zealand Railways. This wonderful illustrated history covers 65
years of advertising. A gorgeous time capsule of New Zealand life.

Birds of New Zealand Nga Manu O Aotearoa MELISSA BOARDMAN
$30 - hb - HarperCollins
A beautifully illustrated compendium of
New Zealand birds, each with their own
collective noun.
A tussock of takahē? A hoon of kākā? A
whistling of whio? Awesome!

Humans - BRANDON STANTON
$50 - hb - Macmillan
After five years of travel, the creator of Humans of New York joins people
of the world in conversation with readers. Ignoring borders, Brandon
Stanton chronicles lives and shows us faces of the world in unique style.

UNITY BOOKS
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NOTES ON MUSIC
Boy on Fire: The Young Nick Cave - MARK
MORDUE
DEC
$45 - hb - HarperCollins
Across the ditch something dark
and poetic was forged that would
stand the test of time. 35 years in
the making, the first volume of this
definitive biography is about to grace
your shelf. Music fans rejoice and
prepare to be shaken and stirred.

Wagnerism: Art & Politics in the Shadow of Music – ALEX ROSS
$65 - hb - Farrar Straus Giroux
tpb Jan
$45 - tpb - HarperCollins
Alex Ross, renowned author of The Rest Is Noise, reveals how
Richard Wagner became the proving ground for modern art and
politics - an aesthetic war zone for beauty and violence.

NOMNOMNOMNOM

Hiakai: Modern Maori Cuisine - MONIQUE FISO $65 - hb - Godwit

Monique Fiso is a modern-day food warrior, taking Māori cuisine to the world. A breath-taking account of Māori
food – its traditions, ingredients and tikanga – from our brightest culinary star.

In Praise of Veg - ALICE ZASLAVSKY $75 - hb - Murdoch

In her new cookbook, Alice Zaslavsky proves that now is the time of vegetables! How to cook and eat them
well, generously and with indulgence.

Cook, Eat, Repeat: Ingredients, Recipes & Stories - NIGELLA LAWSON $65 - hb - Godwit

Dec

A combination of 150 new recipes using some of Nigella’s favourite ingredients, intertwined with narrative
essays about food written in her inimitable style. With many photographs, this book shares the rhythms and
rituals of her kitchen.
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Charlie Tangaroa &
the Creature from the
Sea T K ROXBOROGH &
PHOEBE MORRIS
$25 - pb - Huia

Tamarind & The Star Of Ishta - JASBINDER
BILAN
DEC
$19 - pb - Chicken House
Tamarind’s mum, Chinty, died soon after
she was born, and so when she arrives at
her mother’s ancestral home of India, she’s
full of questions. But instead of answers,
Tamarind finds a sad and beautiful mystery.
Ages 8+

This dyslexic-friendly,
Māori myth-inspired
book provides readers
with an exciting
and fun adventure
alongside the title
character Charlie;
a young Māori boy
with a prosthetic
leg whose kindness
brings us through this
fantastical tale.
Ages 8+

first chapters

A Peculiar Peril JEFF VANDERMEER
$38 - tpb - Farrar, Straus & Giroux

Grown TIFFANY D JACKSON
$25 - pb - HarperCollins

The first in a new fantasy duology
about a teenager who embarks on
a quest to protect the world from
an alternate universe where magic
abounds and history has been
rewritten.
Ages 12+

When legendary R&B artist Korey Fields
spots Enchanted Jones at an audition,
it’s her wildest dream come true. Until
Enchanted wakes up covered in blood and
zero memory of the previous night. Who
killed Korey Fields?
Ages 15+

UNITY kids

I

The Barnabus Project - ERIC & TERRY FAN
$33 - hb - Frances Lincoln
In a world built for Perfect Pets, Barnabus
is a Failed Project – half mouse, half
elephant – hidden until dreams of freedom
lead him and his misfit friends on an
adventure.

Skunk & Badger - AMY TIMBERLAKE & JON KLASSEN
$25 - hb - Allen & Unwin
Skunks should not be allowed to move in with
badgers. They are stinky and don’t respect
badgers’ Important Rock Work. Jon Klassen’s
iconic illustrations and Amy Timberlake’s
humorous words relate how this unlikely pair
came together in this adorable tale of friendship.

The Great Realisation - TOMOS
ROBERTS & NOMOCO
$25 - hb - HarperCollins
The illustrated book of the worldwide
YouTube sensation, this is an ode to the
world’s new way of life. A book for all
readers who dare to dream of a fairer,
kinder, more loving world.

picture

Mophead Tu: The Queen’s Poem - SELINA
TUSITALA MARSH
$25 - hb - Auckland University
In Mophead Tu, Selina is crowned

Commonwealth Poet and invited to
perform for the Queen. But can she stand
with her people who struggled against the
Queen . . . and still serve the Queen?

II

UNITY kids

Our Little Kitchen - JILLIAN TAMAKI
$30 - hb - Abrams Books
A lively celebration of food
and friendship from Caldecott
Honoree, Jillian Tamaki, this
rousing picture book is about a
crew of resourceful neighbours
who come together to prepare a
meal for their community.

in the
kitchen

Egg & Spoon - ALEXANDRA TYLEE &
GISELLE CLARKSON
$40 - hb - Gecko Press
This is a beautifully illustrated NZ
cookbook for children – and adults – that
celebrates imagination, confidence
and the joy of cooking. With delicious
recipes, it will inspire the whole family
to get cooking.

this

One of a Kind - NEIL PACKER
$36 - hb - Walker
In this mesmerising narrative introduction
to taxonomy, Neil Packer’s intricate
artwork and refreshingly simple language
are perfect for readers who itch to classify
and find order in their daily lives.

UNITY kids

The Wanderer - PETER VAN DEN ENDE
$33 - hb - Pushkin

Jan

A stunning wordless story of a brave little
boat’s voyage home. It must travel across
many strange, beautiful oceanscapes, full
of fantastic creatures, swept by terrifying
storms and sailed by mysterious ships.

III

The Dragon Ark - CURATORIA DRACONIS
$48 - hb - Magic Cat
This book is gorgeous! Come aboard The
Dragon Ark where you’ll join The Dragon
Protector as they travel the world to seek
out dragons and protect them in their
natural habitats.

our very favourites

IV

Dec

From Ancient Mesopotamian priests to
modern day Wiccans, find out the truth
about witches throughout history and
across the globe, in this spellbinding book
filled with myths, legends and magic.

Secrets of the Witch: An
Initiation Into Our History &
Our Wisdom - ELSA WHYTE
$28 - hb - Wide Eyed Press

The Deep & Dark Blue - NIKI SMITH
$25 - pb - Little, Brown
A stunning graphic novel about the
bond between siblings and having
the strength to be your true self,
set against a terrible political coup.
With a transgender lead this book is
a must for any LGBTQ+ teens.
Ages 14+

Season of the Witch - MATT RALPHS &
NURIA TAMARIT
$38 - hb - Flying Eye Books

Dec

Part history, part grimoire,
this beautifully-illustrated
book acts as a manual
to help you harness the
powerful witch within. The
perfect book to welcome
anyone wanting to join the
magical community.

Jan
UNITY kids

LIVES WORTH KNOWING
He Pukapuka Tataku i Nga Mahi a Te Rauparaha Nui / A Record of the Life of the Great
Te Rauparaha - TAMIHANA TE RAUPARAHA & ROSS CALMAN (Trans & Ed)
$60 - hb - Auckland University Press
This extraordinary te reo Māori account of Te Rauparaha, a major figure
in 19th century history, was written by his son Tamihana Te Rauparaha
between 1866 and 1868. Edited and translated into English by Ross Calman, a
descendant of Te Rauparaha.

Maiden Voyages - SIAN EVANS
$38 - tpb - John Murray
Full of dishy gossip, intrigue and political
commentary, Evans introduces the diverse cast
of women who navigated the waters between
the old and new worlds aboard iconic ocean
liners.

In Search Of The Woman Who Sailed The World DANIELLE CLODE
$40 - tpb - Picador

In 1766, Jeanne Barret donned men’s attire and
set sail. Through Clode’s meticulous research
we retrace the voyage of the historically elusive
first woman to circumnavigate the globe.

Shining Land: Looking for Robin Hyde - PAULA MORRIS
& HARU SAMESHIMA
$45 - hb - Massey University Press
From novelist Paula Morris and photographer
Haru Sameshima. This is the second in the
Kōrero series of picture books edited by Lloyd
Jones, designed to showcase leading Aotearoa/
New Zealand writers and artists.

Freyberg: A Life’s Journey - MATTHEW WRIGHT
$45 - pb - Oratia
In this fresh account of one of the 20th
century’s great New Zealanders, Matthew Wright
approaches Bernard Freyberg the man, rather
than the more widely known figure of a military
leader.

Bus Stops on the Moon: Red Mole Days 1974-1980 - MARTIN EDMOND
$40 - tpb - Otago University Press
From 1974 Alan Brunton and Sally Rodwell’s avant-garde theatre troupe
Red Mole performed Dada-esque cabaret, agit-prop, street theatre, circus,
puppetry and live music. A picture of the high times and low lives of Red Mole.

UNITY BOOKS
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TIME & TIDE
Philip & Alexander:
Kings and Conquerors ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY
$55 - hb - Head of
Zeus

Dec

Philip II provided the
springboard which
catapulted Alexander
across the known
world. Goldsworthy’s
biography is erudite
Endless Sea: Stories told through the Taonga of
but accessible and
the New Zealand Maritime Museum Hui te Ananui
reminds us that while a Tangaroa - FRANCES WALSH
the knowledge of great $70 - hb - Massey University Press
deeds may live on, the
Photographer Jane Ussher surveys the New
sense of personhood
Zealand Maritime Museum’s collection and
becomes more elusive.
explores New Zealand maritime history through
100 fascinating and wide-ranging objects.

Waves Across the South: A New
History of Revolution & Empire SUJIT SIVASUNDARAM
$37 - tpb - HarperCollins

Dec

A new history of the making of
our world - tracing the origins of
our times from the perspective
of indigenous and non-European
people in the Indian and Pacific
Oceans.

12

Stranger in the Shogun’s City - AMY
STANLEY
$40 - tpb - Chatto & Windus

The Children of Ash & Elm: A History
of the Vikings - NEIL PRICE
$70 - hb - Allen Lane

A ground-breaking new history of
Edo, now modern-day Tokyo, that
will change our understanding of
Japanese history, placing women’s
lives back in the historical picture.

Filed teeth, sex magic, bloody
sacrifices and warrior women.
This unflinching overview of Viking
scholarship captures the violence,
mysticism and slave trades of their
culture while debunking white
supremacy’s claim on their legacy.

UNITY BOOKS

POLITICS & SOCIETY

Another Now: Dispatches from an Alternative Present - YANIS VAROUFAKIS $37 - tpb - The Bodley Head

In this radical, thought-provoking piece Varoufakis presents an alternative world where multinationals and
billionaires no longer have a place in governance. Drawing from philosophy, economics and science-fiction he
proposes an intriguing societal structure.

How to Spot a Fascist - UMBERTO ECO $9 - pb - Harvill Secker

Three essays written with elegance and clarity, including Eco’s personal – and timely – account of fascism,
which should make us wary of bandying the word about as a catch-all insult. A gentle instruction in tolerance
and awareness.

Azadi: Freedom. Fascism. Fiction. - ARUNDHATI ROY $18 - pb - Hamish Hamilton

Fascism is on the rise, sparking this urgent collection of essays from one of today’s great
writers and thinkers. Writing on politics and literature, Roy challenges us on the meaning of freedom.

Dec

Caste: The Lies That Divide Us - ISABEL WILKERSON $40 - tpb - Allen Lane

The Pulitzer Prize–winning, bestselling author of The Warmth of Other Suns examines the unspoken caste
system that has shaped the world and shows how our lives today are still defined by a hierarchy of human
divisions.

SCIENCE

(OR, SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN)

The Human Cosmos - JO MARCHANT $33 - tpb - Canongate

A tour through humanity’s relationship with the heavens – celestial cycles, religious and spiritual beliefs,
power and politics, plus the pure ebullience and wonder of the cosmos above us.

The End of Everything - KATIE MACK $48 - hb - Allen Lane

We know the universe had a beginning, but what happens at the end of the story? Astrophysicist Katie Mack
takes us through five potential finales to the universe – a wildly fun, surprisingly upbeat ride to the farthest
reaches of all that we know.

Entangled Life - MERLIN SHELDRAKE $40 - tpb - The Bodley Head

How can we understand our planet and ourselves without learning more about the fundamental elements of
our ecosystem? Sheldrake explores the endless and spectacular threads between fungi and life on Earth.

UNITY BOOKS
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Ko Aotearoa Tatou:
We Are New Zealand
- MICHELLE ELVY,
PAULA MORRIS & JAMES
NORCLIFFE
$40 - pb - Otago
University Press
Born out of a
tragedy that was felt
throughout Aotearoa,
this anthology brings
together writing of
all kinds from people
across the country,
to unify through art
while celebrating the
diversity of our voices.

Te Kai a te Rangatira:
Leadership from the
Maori World - RAWIRI
TAPIATA, RENEE SMITH &
MARCUS AKUHATA-BROWN
$80 - hb - Bridget
Williams Books
Awe-inspiring collective
wisdom and a snapshot
of the current state
of Māori leadership.
This extraordinary
book of interviews and
photographs enriches
our understanding of
what it means to be a
leader.

AOTEAROA

Navigating the Stars:
Maori Creation Myths WITI IHIMAERA
$45 - hb - Vintage

The Residents: Made in
Wellington - LUCY REVILL
$60 - pb - Hiding Place

From master storyteller
Witi Ihimaera, a
spellbinding and
provocative retelling of
traditional Māori myths
for the 21st century. In
this milestone volume,
Ihimaera traces the
history of Māori through
their creation myths.

MADE IN WELLINGTON

Lucy Revill

Expanding on her
dynamic blog of
the same name,
urbanist Lucy Revill
brings forward 38
Wellingtonistas – all
Practising Optimists – to
describe their life and
work, and explain their
bond with Pōneke.

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
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If Then - JILL LEPORE
$38 - tpb - John
Murray

How I Built This - GUY
RAZ
$40 - tpb - MacMillan

The Simulmatics
Corporation, founded
in 1959, mined data,
targeted voters,
destabilised politics,
and disordered
knowledge decades
before Facebook et
al. Lepore shows how
Simulmatics invented
the future by building
the machine in which
the world now finds
itself trapped.

From interviews
with more than 200
entrepreneurs from
across the globe,
Raz uncovers the
true stories behind
their success. For
anyone who has ever
wondered how the
best became the
best, this offers a
step-by-step map for
navigating the path to
business success.

UNITY BOOKS

Essex Girls: For Profane
& Opinionated Women
Everywhere - SARAH
PERRY
$19 - hb - Serpent’s Tail

DEC

In this exhilarating
feminist defence, Sarah
Perry shows us that the
Essex girl contains a
multitude of women,
and it is time to
celebrate them.

The Museum of Whales You
Will Never See - A KENDRA
GREENE
$37 - hb - Granta

Iceland has about one
museum for every ten
people, many strange and
curious, from the famous
penis museum to one
of whales which proves
impossible to find. Through
these, Greene guides us
around the peculiar magic
of this isolated island.

How Should One Read a Book? VIRGINIA WOOLF
$19 - hb - Laurence King

Best American Essays 2020 - ANDRE
ACIMAN (Ed.)
$37 - pb - Houghton Mifflin

In 2020, we’re desperate for not
only good books, but the focus to
read them. Woolf’s essay guides
us forward. ‘Where are we to
begin? How are we to bring order
into this multitudinous chaos and
so get the deepest and widest
pleasure from what we read?’

Selected by the author of the
worldwide bestseller Call Me
by Your Name - one of the most
poignant stylists of his generation
- edited from hundreds of
magazines, journals, and
websites.

STET! Dreyer’s English: A Game for
Language Lovers, Grammar Geeks, &
Bibliophiles - BENJAMIN DREYER
$37 - bs - Crown Publishing
Yeah, you know who you are. The person
reading this newsletter trying to catch
our editor’s mistakes. Flummox your
family and friends with this delightful
game. As your cards stack up by picking
errors or lack there-of, you will feel like
royalty.

UNITY BOOKS

The Best of Me - DAVID SEDARIS
$38 - tpb - Little, Brown
WARNING! This author has been
referred to as “the funniest man
alive” (Time Out New York).
And he chose these stories to
represent himself. So, if you
don’t like to laugh, smile or
feel good, please move on. I’m
sticking around.

REFERENCE,
STOCKING FILLERS

& THAT ONE BOOK ABOUT ICELAND
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BUYERS’ PICKS
Intimations: Six Essays - ZADIE SMITH
$16 - pb - Hamish Hamilton
“There will be many books written about the year 2020: historical, analytic,
political and comprehensive accounts. This is not any of those - the year isn’t
half-way done. These are above all personal essays: small by definition, short by
necessity.” - Zadie Smith
Crafted with Smith’s usual sharp intelligence and wit, Intimations is a vital work
for these times. - Tilly

Say Nothing: A True Story of Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland - PATRICK RADDEN
KEEFE
$37 - tpb - Picador
Reading like the most addictive true crime podcast mixed with the best serious
historical narrative, Keefe’s book is a mystery around a missing person and a
history of the Troubles. He takes as a starting point the 1972 disappearance of a
widowed mother of 10. Despite the harrowing events and sad politics of modern
Northern Ireland, there is pleasure to be had in this well told and engrossing
story. Although I was a year late to this multi-award-winning non-fiction, it is my
favourite read of 2020. - Adrian

Imagining Decolonisation
- ELKINGTON; JACKSON; KIDDLE; MERCIER; ROSS; SMEATON; THOMAS
$15 - pb - Bridget Williams Books
This really is essential reading for our country. A short punchy book from diverse,
informed writers about where we are now, who also present future roads to
decolonisation in Aotearoa. - Marion
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